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Photo: ShutterstockIn last week's interview regarding privacy, Instagram CEO, Adam Mosseri, wants you to know: Your privacy is not at stake (for now). We don't look at your messages, we don't listen in your microphone, it would be super problematic for many different reasons, he told CBS' Gayle King. But I admit you won't believe me.
But when you have a public Instagram account, you're vulnerable to much more than just targeted advertising. The app shows when you are online that you like, and if your phone contacts are connected, almost everyone can find you. In October, The Atlantic addressed the rampant harassment problem in the app, making it easy to set up
anonymous Instagram accounts like Twitter. But while Twitter now allows users to protect themselves- by muting responses from people who don't follow you, who you don't follow, who aren't verified, who haven't confirmed the email address, and more-Instagram has implemented just a few of these controls, writes Taylor Lorenz. For
example, on Instagram, you can hide comments from people you're not following or who aren't following you, but you can't hide them from people who have a default avatar or haven't confirmed your email address, two of the hallmarks of an account burner. In March, in the mountains of Lake Elsinore, California, there was an annual
bloom of fiery orange... MoreYy can't get completely invisible on Instagram; at least your username will be visible to anyone looking for it on the platform. However, if you want to keep a little extra privacy in the app, it's important to disable your phone number and even sign up using a different email than your personal one to avoid
unwanted contact. G/O Media can get a commissionBlitzWolf 10 LED Ring KitDisconnect contacts and social networksFirst things first: In order to hide your Instagram from the public, you must make your account private; To do this with a smartphone, click on the menu at the top right of the profile. (Looks like three horizontal lines.) From
here, go to The Privacy Settings, and switch to a private feature. On your computer, just go to your Edit Profile profile and you'll see the opportunity to make your account private. If you use a hashtag in any post, don't worry: both your profile and your photo will remain closed. If you like a public offering, however, your username will be
visible and remain interactive, although only approved followers can see your actual messages. Screenshot: Josh OcampoNext, you probably want to disable your contacts; If yours attached to your Instagram account, anyone can find your account. To switch off on your mobile device, go to the Settings menu to sync your contacts and
disable Connect Connect Connect On your computer, go to your Edit Profile profile and manage your contacts and delete any synchronized contacts. (However, you'll still have to disable the feature on your smartphone.) If your Instagram is connected to any other social networks such as Twitter or Facebook, users can also find you using
those accounts. (In addition, any of these third-party apps may use your information at their disposal, according to Instagram's privacy page, if you provide access to certain third-party apps, some of your personal messages may become available for search through Google or any other search engine.) On your smartphone, go to the
menu, then the Settings for The Linked Accounts. From here you'll find a list of social media platforms; If you click on one, it should take you to the relevant website with the option of disconnection. If he asks you to log Instagram to your account, you may already be disabled. On your computer, go to your profile of the editing zgt;
authorized apps and cancel access to any apps that are currently connected to your account. Another way to do this is to visit the platform directly. Here's how to do it on multiple platforms: On Facebook, go to your settings and you'll see a list of related platforms. Check Instagram to remove its access. On Twitter, go to related apps and
delete access to Instagram.On Tumblr, go to settings and cancel access to Instagram as part of the App program. Hide the status of your activityY your status of activity on Instagram allows any account you follow or a message to see when you were last in the app. Screenshot: Josh Ocampo To disable this feature on your smartphone,
go to the Settings menu for the activity status and turn off this option. On your computer, go to your Profile, Edit Profile, and privacy and disable the visibility status of your activities. Be aware that you also won't be able to see other people's activity status while it stays off; If you really want to, however, you can switch the option on and off
for a short time to view the status of someone else's activities. Turn off your Instagram stories from sharing any time you choose to share your Instagram story on a public account, any of your followers can share this story in a live message to anyone else. If you'd like to disable this feature on your smartphone, go to the menu for the zgt;
Privacy's Privacy Story. Here you can disable Allow Sharing as a message. (Any user can still screenshot your story that said it will still their efforts to try to share it.) On your computer go to your profile to zgt; change the profile of the privacy and security and turn off Allow sharing. Screenshot: Josh Ocampo there are useful features in
privacy story settings, too. You can hide any future Instagram story from certain people on your own (sorry, (sorry, or create a Close Friends list. you only share future stories with a few of the chosen people using this list. Block comments and create a manual filterLet's to say that you have one particularly enthusiastic follower leaving
comments on each post. Fortunately, you can proactively block comments from some users without their knowledge. On your smartphone, go to the menu with the Settings of the Privacy of the zgt; The Comments of the Block Comments From and add all the users you want. Here you'll also find the ability to hide offensive comments, as
well as create a manual filter that blocks certain words or phrases from being shown in the comments section. Screenshot: Josh Ocampon's computer, go to your profile to zgt; change the profile of the zgt; Privacy and Security zgt; and Change Comments Settings in the Comments section. Here you can block certain words or phrases
from appearing in your comments, but you will have to use your smartphone to block specific people from commenting. And if you're still worried about the privacy of your profile, here are a few other tips you need from Reddit. On the one hand, you can create an account using a new or different email address than your personal one; while
you can hide your email from your profile and make your account private, there is still a chance that the user will be able to find your Instagram profile using this email. You can also use a profile picture that doesn't easily change your image search and is traced back to your Facebook profile, for example. Your profile picture is public for
everyone, meaning that you can still be found despite your best efforts to stay closed. For more from Lifehacker, be sure to follow us (using your personal account, of course) on Instagram @lifehackerdotcom. We scoured the web for Instagram accounts that really caught our attention and that's what we got. Some are big names, others
are small, but they are all very talented. We specifically don't just target well-known accounts because there are so many out there. We were looking for well-composed shots, a general sense of their portfolio, people who seemed interesting, and frequent use of Instagram. Some accounts were left solely to cover too many issues.
Landscape /Cityscape Photographers Sserkan34 - This guy is a professional nature photographer who takes some really incredible shots. It makes landscapes, cityscapes and more. He is a Turkish photographer and has over 80K followers. We kind of found it by accident, but we're glad we did. He uses colors and textures very well, and
most of his photography is somewhat He's definitely someone to check. Appletreeroad_luke is a freelance photographer from Sydney who does some really great work. Its use of contrast and juxtaposition is really interesting. Many of his photographs use soft textures that almost make the photos look like paintings. He only has 3K
followers followers we hope to help raise this. William_patino - Another Australian photographer who takes some great pictures of the landscape. His style is one that often appears in nature photography, including the use of slow exposure to capture movement and high color saturation. It is with about 23K followers and is growing. What's
with Australia and nature? I'm looking at you Peter Leake - where's your Instagram? Curious2119 - This guy supplies medical supplies for life and takes pictures of the countryside as he goes. He takes pictures around Wisconsin and Minnesota, for the most part. He has more than 500K followers; To deliver the man, he sure has a good
eye for a beautifully crafted shot. NASA - It may not be landscapes/urban landscapes per se, but they're really damn cool. They're going to stick everything out, from pictures of planets to nebulae. They, surprisingly, have only about 300K followers. It's true that they say: We don't support NASA anymore... Action Photographers
Calibertrucks - This is a skateboard truck company that has some great action shots from people riding with their gear. These guys take the makeup of their action shots to the level many skateboard photographers don't get to. They are really good at capturing unique positions for each action shot too. One of the people who helps run the
company is a professional photographer, so it's not surprising. They have about 10K followers and are based in Southern California. Surfinglife - Some great surf photos here. Who doesn't like a good shot from inside the wave? They also have a pretty good sense of humor. Surfing Life is an Australian surfing magazine from the nsw



community that has been around since the 1980s. We swear that the Australian government has not paid us to show so many of their artists. They have over 40K followers. GoPro - GoPro is a brand of premium action cameras used by extreme sports enthusiasts all over the world. Their Instagram has some really cool shots of exotic and
unusual settings. Their cameras are sold in more than 50 countries. They have over 1 million followers, probably because their reach and subjects are so diverse and interesting. Red Bull - The people who jumped from the edge of our atmosphere are obviously pretty cool Instagram. The best thing about their Instagram is that it covers a
wide range of action shots, kind of like a GoPro. They have almost a million followers, most of whom are very energetic. Their photos are often intense and capture the peak of the moment that someone has made a leap into oblivion. Xgames - X Games has dirt bikes, rally cars, skateboarding, winter sports, and almost anything extreme
(imagine that). They you put some great videos on Instagram, so you can watch it when it's not on the tube. One of the coolest things about this account is getting to see candid shots of your favorite extreme extreme that you won't necessarily see anywhere else. They just broke 200K followers. Portrait Photographers Nicolelhill_ - This girl
takes really good pictures of beautiful girls... She takes pictures of other things, but we couldn't get past pretty girls. She is a professional photographer in Southern California and seems to specialize in haute couture and beautiful environments. Her style is raw and festive. Did we mention cute girls? It has just over 6K followers.
Luisgarvan - This guy makes portraits that are usually in black and white and capturing extreme contrast and angular lighting. His portraits are almost poetic in style and appear Gothic, or almost old world. It is based in Mexico and has less than 1K followers. We don't care if anyone knows, he's awesome. Koci - This guy also makes black
and white portraits, but with a little more experimental aesthetics for them. Its use of shadows and silhouettes is attractive. It has a pretty large following, with over 175K followers. His photos almost all look as if they are from the 1950s or before. He is currently behind a project called Out of The Phone, a mobile phone photography book
publisher. Mrpimpgoodgame - Who would have thought one creepy smile over and over can get you thousands of followers? We would like to, because it's awesome. This guy takes pictures of himself a lot and it's fun. He has over 100K followers (I know, right?) and has been featured in Vice magazine for his Instagram. Gawker called it
the only Instagram account that should bother existing ones. _gabrielflores - This guy does a lot more than portraits like most of these people, but we especially like portraits. It has a raw style that is mesmerizing and it uses mirror images/contrast objects well. Many of his portraits are far from the subject and capture movement or
moments of mental reflection. He seems to use color sparingly, but with intent. It is based in Brooklyn and has almost 60K followers. Bands Unknownmortalorchestra - This Portland-based group takes some of the more artsy/bizarre photos that we found. It's all good to take a picture of your tourist van and such, but you have to include
some weird too. Their photos often seem psychedelic and washed out, in a good way. The photographer, Ruban Nielson, gets some really good concert photos too. They have about 8K followers. Swiftswift - Richard Swift, now in Shins, is weirdo (in a good way). His Instagram portfolio is, in fact, a combination of strange black-and-white
photos from all sides of his life. He seems to be a fan of distorted photos too. It is based in central Oregon and has over 25K Afasm - Cat Power is also a good oddball. Many of her photos are strangely sexy that we are not okay. She seems to have a strange obsession with random parts of her body. Her Her often black and white or
sepia. She only has about 5K followers. Come on, people. He's the drummer of The Roots and he's supposed to be your hero. He's a smart, fast dresser, and has a cool Instagram account. He seems to be taking pictures as he goes, jet-setting around the world. It has almost 250,000 subscribers. We're still trying to figure out how he
makes these hand-held selfies... Snoopdogg - Do we need to explain more? It's Snoop Do-Lion or something. He has been known since the beginning of time, so he certainly has over 2 million followers. Come and see him get there! Editors' recommendations
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